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THE NICARAGUA RADIO MATHEMATICS PROJECT

TheInstituta for Mathethatical Studies in the Social Sciences

0

at Stanford 'University has'been funded by the Agency for International

Development (AID). to dhliestigate the'teaching of primary, school

mathematics by radio. The Technital Assistance Bureau of 'AID has inA,
the past'supported several investigations of the use of instructional

television in developing countries. It is now turning to radio as a

potentially cheaper means of applying technology to the problems of

providing mass primary education in countries too poor to expand the

treciltion41 school system: In 'funding the'Institute.AID is hoping to

learn more about theuse pf aadio for instruction.
...

The thrust of our° work i0o improve `the qualit of instruction
ti

)

in the clawoqm, not to replace the teacher with a cheaper alternative:

We are looking for ways to;inprove the efficacy of radio as an

instructional tool and we expect that if we are sucdessfdl, others can
-`, P. , i

-use-our work to deyelop.les4ons for Ain-school populations, or in

.

programs that replace teachers-with classroom monitors.
-,

.. , . 0
,

Our strong concern .;ith instruct onal efficacy it probably the
.

.

chief difference between the Stanford roject and others that have
.,01-w

.
0

p 4-
_Vied radio for instruction. The intent of many instriptignal radio

r 4 '*

ograms in mathematics has' been to, illustrate yle applibability of

c,

Q
"---

, ,

/
mathematics to everyday.life, or to present enjoyable stories *ith

,)

.
N. v

- ,.

, .

vgthematical content thatthe writers hope will stimtce inteetst

in mathematics. -We have found to:date no discussion 7,,n the
J

9

q This-work is supported by the United States Agency for International
Development COntract'AiD/CM-TA-C-73-404

(,i



research literature of ways to4organize eurriculuth materials for

systematicinsfruption by radii). 4

The closest parallel to our efforts is the TV program Sesam

Street, and we have learned much from the work of the Children s
.

, ...

-Television Wor

,

op (CTW). However, Sesame Street'differs.from our

'N,
radio'prOgrama in three important ways. First, of 'course, is the

1

1
D.

availability of the visual. compOnent provided by TV. Second, Sesame

Street.is forced to capture 'its audience, and the potential-audience

is (late a sophisticat.ed one: Therefore, the program mast employ

sophisticated techniques for attracting and maintaining the attention,

df the children.' The children we work with have no choice about

listening bo oum-program, but their alternative is listening to the

teacher. Moreoiier, although they are familiF with radO/programs,

is unlikely thgt any-of them has heard a program written specifically

fOr children Thus,, although we would like .children to enjoithe rad

lessons, we don't Ilave the same requirenients for attention - getting.

,b4
ll'-

The ihrd and perhaps mos1 important difference between Sesam

.project is our goal Of providing sequential instructioStreetand.our,proj i

9 0
Sesame qtreetfograms are written so that understanding one segment

. ,

1

does not depend on having viped a previous one. In 'contrast, we are

. ,

designing an' instructional program that explicitly uses earlier lessons'
,

as pr&equisitesfor 1 r ones. I plan to6iscuss at some length our
!

. r- c . o

present about the deVelopmen , tryout, ,end revision of cUrriculuM,

A

but first) let medescribe more generally what we re doing and where
4

wb're doin% it.

- The project i?'s located in Nicaragua- , in the Department of Masaya,

.-
,

near the capltal city,of Managua. The departhmnt has one llrge and

j.

2
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several small municipalities. Roughly two-thirds of the primary

school population of 18,000 attends school in the'se urbarf areas: The,

\---remainder attend rural schdols, Which, perhaps because of the sitall

size of the department; do not seem tb be substantially different from

the urban schdole. Approximately 37 percent of the urban primary

school population is in first grade, and this figure rises to 46.

'percent for the rural school population. The ages Of a ran_domly-

. . ,

Nor

selected sample-of 874;first -graUe students range from 5 to 14 years,

\with a mean-age of 8.2 for urban students and 8.5 forxural:stgdents. .

sct

The schools of, Masaya have-many of the typical characteristicof

) ,

primary schools in develdping countries--high dropput and repetition

( . 4 '
rates, awide spread ()rage levels in e aph grade, andrural'sohootl

4

attendance records that are related to farming activities.

The project is administratively part of the Nicaraguan
. ,

u

.

i
n .

.

Mnistry I rof Education, in a newly formed division for research and
',

- . .

eyaluation. About tea years ago the Ministry participateoLin a joint

project Of the Central Americancountries'to write new Primary'school
19

textbooks. Following that' effort', Ministry personnel undertpok.-
.

,-, . ,

thorough revision. of the primary. school curriculum. One of the',
u .

, Nicaraguan authors of, the mathematics text'beries,Mrs. Vitalia Vroothan,.

r

.0

subsequently supervised the mathematics curriculum revision effort for

the Minitry. She -is now Nicaraguan .director of our project.

The Nicaragiltn government has, fromthe Outsetbeen

4 '

enthusiastic about the project, ark/ has provided personnel, office

.space, and furnituPe through the Ministry budget., On a nay-to-day

. .

basis'oUr close st contact s with the School Inspector farthe

Department of MAaya. He has been extremely coclperative, arranging

3
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access to'schools for both testing and radio lesso

us with whatever"datahe has available.

s, and sliPplyingn

dte'project Officecopened in Masaya July; 1974, and /we began
pi

work'in schools in the latter part of the y 'The`Nicaraguan school

3;41t, extends from February to NoVember., October, 1974; near the end

of the sch61 year, we, administered oject-deSigned'achievement test

to approximately'1200 first-grade s dents. We begana pilot

mathematics program. in 16 first-0 a e classrooms at the beginning of

II

,the school year this past Fgbr ary, using tape-recorders to simulate the

presentation of recorded ra io lessons.
- .

p. ° .The project ass gds responsibility for all Of th*mathematics
. g

inStrudtipn children -ceive. Each daily lesson consists of a twenty-

/ .
. -

minute radio Orese ation, followed by approxiMately twenty minutes

of teacher-direr (od activities. No 'textbooks are used '(Mbst of the

4.

zcla rooms dp,/
ot have any) and the aMount of prin material

distributed
./y theprojectis limited to one page pe student per day.

Mbst fre.ently the supplementary papen is in the form of aetudent,

worksh /,c'which is used during the broadcas at th,directioh of the

. // /

,

instr ctional program. -WorksHeets art prin1ted d di:stribu by
! .9

-...
. .

th- project; which also occasionally supplies ther materials, such

rulers printed on cardboard: Teabhtlis,are asked tb provide

additional ,inerpensive materials such as bott e Caps, sticks, or

numeral cards.

Durihg theoradio lesson, children are,,asked to respond orally,

physicallywand'il*writing, and they do so from 40 to 60 times in each

twenty-minute lesson., Oral re$pbnSes include answers to arithmetic

exercises and other questions asked by radio characters, and singing.

two
IS
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Among the pnysidal responses are games and exerciseth, working with

concrete materials-, and pointing to pictures or,numbers on the

worksheet.' Written responges are almost all on the worksheet, although

we are experimenting with having students use their own notebooks.

The

guide that

during the

children wi

remainder o

project provides direction to teachers by, means of a

accompanies eachlesson. The teacher plays a ligited pole

broadcast portion of the lesson, mostly helping the slower.

th written work. After the broadcast she presents the

f the project lesson, which has been specified in the guide.

Teachers use the guide in different ways; some follow its closely,
.

often reading portions of it to the class, while'others useit

as a source of suggestions for a lesson- they design themselves.

For the first mOnth of the present:school;year we:provided

weekly teacher training Sessions. Since then the teachers have met.

once every six weeks. Each teacher, sees a project staff member at

440

°least once a week when lesson materials are delivered, apd thus has':
,

a regulsr.oPPortunity to ask questioneand register complaints.

. The teachers this 1.ear are coopasatingwell with the program,: and

have been for the most part accepting and ev41 enthusiastic.

Our experimenth classrooms are distributed among urban and

rural schools: Some of; the classrooms have only first-grade students,

others have students at two or three grade levels. Although,all of.
i .

the teachers participating during the present pilot testing phpe are

,doing so voluntarily,. we attempted to enlist teachers with differing

.
a

levels of experience and competence. 4 e.
, -

N. Student worksheets are collected from all sixteen claisrodms,

and,they are used as a source of performanee data,. addition, 1r1

5-
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six classrooms the mathematics lesson is observed daily by project

staff members who complete rating sheets covering both general aspects

of the lesson and specific questions pose by the lesson developers.

This system of observation provides immediate feedback to the curriculum

specialists and radio script writers and allows for much informal

experimentation with teaching techniques.
V

In order to obtain systematic measures of student progress w
0

designed tests that were presented weekly aur'ing the'regular ra

lesson. We deliberately disguised the tests (calling them r views)

because we-thought teaohers might either repent the,eyaltiation efforts

, .

P

or help the children to do well. The tests turned opt to be almost

useless fir evaluation purposes, for another reason entirely. The

level of cooperative answering in the classroom was so high that we

were unable to obtain statistically reliable information froM the

analysisof any worksheet data, including the tests; There is

-sufficierNvariability in mean Scores to indicate the relative difficulty

of exercise types, but we are unable to reliably, measure individual

student progress or to estimafe group achievement levels.

p
We have since instituted weekly paperand=pencil tests, which

"'are proving0to much more useful. The tests are administered by staff

,lembers in a standard testing situation, with strenous efforts made to

reduce copying and teacher interference. By using a matrix=sampling

design, in which not all students worleall exercises, we are able to

obtain iwforMation on 50 items each week: The population of students

and the universe of 50 items are both divided into five groups, and

4

' each student takes a test of ten items. Tests are hand scored and the a

results are available almost immediately.
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'Tie results of clilsvoom obeerVation;, examination of worksheets

*,1 ,

and performance data from weekTy tests are being used develop guidelines,
%

for lesson revision. According to our present schedulb, we will

broadcast firstgrade lessons (partly revised) during the 1976 fohool

ec,_..year2 using the facilities of a local radio station. -The full ye IA3'

lessons about 150 of them, will be broadcast to fifty classrooms.

Initial developMent and pil t testirig of second -grade lessons. will

proceed simultarieoUsly, using the same level of observation,and data

collection as was used for first grade.

each grade level, the evaNtation conducted during the

pilot testing year will be almost exclusively formative, focusing

attention on-student.attainMent of the Project's instructional goals.

During the next year, when lessons are delivered by radio, project

.

evaluation efforts will be more summative in chslacter. Classes

will be randomly assigned to treatments (control and experimental) ,\

and we will attempt to assess the eff'ct of the radio instructional
.

program 'in comparison with traditional instruction. Since project

lessons are based on the mathematics Curriculum de'signed by the

Nicaraguan Mirlistry of Education, both experimental and control

classes can ,be ekpected to have ,studied,rougbly the same material..

during the school year, allowing fOr a comparison of mathematics

achievement of the/two groups,.:,

As an additional methodiof -comparing achievement, the project

1
will examine teacher evaluations of student performance (which are

urllyrbased on a teacher-conatructed year-end test) and compare a

. repetition rates due to failure in maXematics for control and°

experimental students. A more broadly based examination of dropout

*at

0 4 7
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Pates is also planned as a,comporient.of aroahalysis of the economic

conseqlences of the use if ! radio fob instruction in this setting..

I Will:leave further discussion of these,general,aspeCts o

the project to the question period And turn now to a more d

4
exarilination Of the process of curriculum development and revision;

. .. .

,'. Our approach to curriculum development reflects the long
,. 7

history ofresearch'in computer-assiSted instruction (CAI) that

has been-the main fo-Eas of Institute activity:under the4firection of

Patrick Suppes Our CAE work
I

influences 'Ouil pointof view about the
: .. 4

structure of radio lessons in several ways. Firstf we think that the

high level of responding characteristic of a student's interaction with

the computer.is both engaging and motivating, and we hal!re sought to

design radio lessons.that.Call forth a similar high level ,of stcignt

activity.

Secohd,.we have had success with lesson formats that provide

a variety of exercise -,types during a,singfe lesson (and there is

support in the research literature for the effectiveness of this mode

of practice). We therefore consuct each radio lesson as a series

)
, v4, .A- a

"to independent Segments of differentcharacter, rather than devoting

e)
teach lesson to a.single topic: We try td build into the lessRnS

0

,variety in both to6ics and response modes.,
.

Oun'CAI exper.i.ence has alSo influericedour conception of thb

---Structure of the curriculudir., We Dave foupd it useful' to view the

curriculum content as partitioned iritO separate topics (which we call
. . !,.

strands), -with the development of each strand described independently
4

/ .

df the othe's, even though the strands are of course relatecl.

For dril=andpractice,pi,ograms ih elementary `mathematica,_ we

a

./

04
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1

further partition a strand into equivalence classes of.exercises, each

of which is defined in terms of structural aspects of the exercises

.

it contains. (For example, all Vertical' addition probieMswith two

addends and,sam-less thab 10 might constitute a'single-equiliralence class.)

.

For Our present Project, which pro/ides instruction as well as
4

4

practice, weave modified this structure, replacing non-overlapping

equivalence classes by sets of nested instructional classes. Cohtinuing

with our vetlbal addition example, the first class in a set might

contain exercises with sums up-to four, in the next.class the limit

ro would be extended to five; and sa-on. At. some point, as the upper limit

r

increases, the earlier exercises (sums to four) will no Iongerbe _

r

included for ,instructipn ,(although those xercises.willbe available
' e

,for review) and the limits nit.. the next instructional class will be.

.truncatedat'bhelower end.. Sets of classes of s e.are defined

foe-each topic within.a strand, and each class specifies _the MathematiCal

7
0l

4

content of a lesson; segment.
0

We have worked with Ois'methqd of orga nizing the curriculum
s. .

F. 4 -
long enough to know than we can apply it-to

constr,

ctrig radio
C./ )

4
,

lessons. In order, to further systematize our cOndeption of the process

of curriculum development and revision, we propose the_fpAlowing model,
., .

which embodies the lesson Strudture.I have just described.

We view lessondevel4opment as based om a group of factors

of increasing levels of spdcifrity each of which can be parameterized.
1

The initial curriculuM design entails choosing initial values of the

parameters, and the revision task is that of choosing-Which paraMeber,

values to'change and how. to change them. The model we propose has

4.__

Five levels, shown schematically in Figure 1.
o



'Mathematical Conten]

tFerme of. Lessons

Constitution of Lesson Segments ]

pt

Figurp 1; Model 'of curriculum development.

[Single Exercises]
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First-, let. me say something abOut the'separation of maplematicd1

content and entertainment, content. At issulis a fundamental 'question

that I'll phrase somewhat flippantly; DO we consider entertainment U0 be/

the adating on the pill or the frosting on the cake? Many people seem

to feel that the pill of mathematics must be coated to make it palatable.

Our experience to date with radio lebsong, which confirms our earlier
.

.

. ,

hi work, is just the, opposite. When young Children-are given the

opportunity: to nespoild' actively, they give every appearance of being

.attentive to and interlest9d'in :mathematical tasks.

Basicalay, we view the entertainment as providing & change of

pace--a chance to exercise or sing or laugh. We do not feel that'
-

1\.

there must be a clear'separation between entertainment and instruction

--we often present mathematics entertainingly, anti many games, songs,

jokes and-stories have matheMatica4 content-. However, we know from.

,
experience that we can.present unembellished mathematical. work and keep

'the attention -oPthe children.

e.K.ve not yet had mucnsuocess with using stories, either

for entertainment or instruction, and were not sure why. The children

clearly prefer activitiesi whether mathematical or not, to listening

to stories. Since we think children generally like stories, we expect,

that we have not yet tuned into their lives:enough pp, learn what

interests and attracts them. In any case we would probably not use

the kind of leisurely mathematical story often presented in radio

mathematics lessons; such stories ask the children to respond five or
1

ten times in the course of a 20-minute lesson. Our lessons are much

faster paced. Typically, first graders listening to radio lessons are

responding to 30 or 40 exercises in a comparabletime period.
o

A

11
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Turning back tom the Tod, let's consider the most general

mafliematical content.. The appropriate parameters are (a)

\the'Scope of topics (which instructional classes to i.nclude)

(b) the instructional sequence within-each topic Chow to define

the instribtionaa classes and ;diet order they should appear in), and

(c) the balance'among topics (wha; proportion of instructional time is

allotted to each topic). j
.3 l.)

,%....-'

In our present situation the scope'of topics is delimited by
0

the specifications of. the Nicaraguan curriculum guide. For two reasons,

this is not a nonstraint. First, there is great commonality 1n priMary

school mathematics curriulums around the world, and the revised

'Nicaraguan curriculUm ip very similar to. what Might be specified

anywhere, including the United States. Second, the Nicaraguan

curriculum guide follows the trend in the United States and elsewhere

towards broadening the scope of the nurriculum,' and actually contains

more topics tl.%n we want to teach at the first-grade level.

I'd like to add a remark about this second point. In the United

States, at least until very recently when there seems to be a move to

'return to fundamentals , the tendency has been to increase the

j
variety &f topics taught; with the expectation that exposure to many

6
topics will increase children's flexibility in understanding and using

The roponents of this position have either not attended

to the concomitant necessity to reduce practice on each topic, or have

assumed that smaller amounts of practice" with many types of exercises

will produce at least the same degree of computational and conceptual

competence.as more practice with fewer types of exercises.

\.We're not pure this is the case. We prefer to define a



- )(
. .

.

relatively limited setof instructional objectives that resent the
-\

. ..
,. a

skills that the staff--Nicaraguan and American--thinks all andren

shout acquire in first grade. For the first-grade curriculum now
I

----N. ,, 1
b ing developed there are 23 such minimal objectives,drawn from five

strap --number *onliepts; addition-, subtraction,-measurement, and
t.'

4 .
appli ions. Another 17 advanced objectiveacolYertopics 04,esented

fat enrichment andfOr the more able students.

For each objective we develop a teaching loomence-- at is,,

\t N .
c

we define the set of instructional classes that, we expect wil lead

to student attainment of the objective. The teaching classes may be

quite different from the'terminal performance expected. For example,

the first instructional class for vertical add'tion teaches the children'

t dral4 the appropriate number of circles next to a numeral. The next

class teaches them to draw circles next to each addend, count the

circles, and write the appropriate numeral below the line. Then, the

children are instructed to u \e this algorithm for finding sums, which

they do until they have. committed the basic combinations to metory.

Among the quantitative edisions that dust be made in defining_

the appropriate instructiofial classes are the size of the incretental

steps 'used to define nested classes, the range of exercises in a.'class

(that is, where to truncate at the lower end), add the ordering of

related topics within a strand. Two further decisions must be made;

how to mesh topics from different strands, and how to allocate

instructional time to different strands and topics within strands.

.0
Initially we make these quantitative decisions using the intuition and

.experience of both Nicaraguan.and American staff members. A major

goal of our project is to develop systematic ways of revising these

4
13



initial /dedisi;fts on the basis of olio

eturning to the model,

contentierp;,(a) thtproportion of

'tbe'frequehey of use (It each type

.'we have successfulfyrused songs a

experiFentidg with the use\o

and other'short episodes that

'are about mathemAics.and almo

,soecifically for the project

We are still active].

Each, lesson usually Ii6s at 1

that I cannot provide any g

experience has differed so

that children would enjoy

testing03LIessons..

rameters relevant. for entertainment

e spent on entertainment, and (b)

entertainment segtent. 'At present

d physical g es
.10

d

es, riddles: angles, guessing games,

e not in sto

all of the

z7

form. -Soffie of the songs

are writt en add recorded

P

y off memb s and local ilusicialis.

experiMenti with types of entertainment. ,

ast one song and one physltalgame. Beyond

ner4 principles; primarily because our

tron ly froM our expectations. Wp assumed/

tori and that these wou10,004stitute the

we oUld use. It took 1,1s quite awhile to
-

Ong (at first we made many changes, in the

major type of entertain

abknowledge that we wex4'e

format and content of th stories) and now, halfway through the school

year, we are substantial yre ising our approach to providing

entertaidment.

Next well 1001 atthe parameters that describe the 'format

of a'single lessOn. T ese are (a)-the total,numtier of segments in

a lesson (during and after the 14roadcast), (b) the length of individual

segment q, (c) how many segments of each'type, (d) the ordering of

segments within the lesson, and (e) the character of transitions.

Our basic assumption about khe order of segments a

lesson is--the more variety the better.- Instructional segments can

differ in content and in response mode, and we vary both of these



Ato

as- much as possi4le in each lesson. We also avoid having two

successive pegMents of the same type /with,respect to.conlent and .

O

. response mode)-. We might, for example fellow, an oral addition /

fi

as.

segment with,an oral subtraction segmentror a written aftlition

:Segment, but not with anothet oral addition segment.

Experience has led
m

us to dAelc5p certain constraints on What ., t.

oeher7Wise might bp an almost random order of segments. First, wefind

that materials distributed to children for use during the broadcast
. (-, ,

cause less disiraction if they are used right away; when children have
..i

) 1
,

..N i 1 (-- .
,

sticks or bcittle caps on thel'r dess they are lesklikely bo'foolt
i

around witla:them if-they have alreaokhad a chance to use them. 1.

. .

Zerefore, An general 14e use materials at the ofthe lesson...'-
:

The student worksheets are also entici °ng. -Once stbdents haVe

stared us ng them,. they continue to,draitor work exercises unless'

their attention s thoroughly diver'ted. So, all work heet activitie

g8 at the end bf the'rapio lesson, interrupt peonly by songs or

physical dames.
. 1%.

At,present we use. from six toteninstructiOnal segments aqd

two to four entertainment segments. Typiqiily, two or three of the
r. r 4

instructional segments are taught by the:teacher, the remainder by the

d

i

d ('

I could c nplete a descr tion of the model, giving increasingly
4e, t,. T.

specific details, about tegMents and exercises,: but I think by now I'Ve ''''

a a
. t

given a reasonably clear pfcture of our type Of approach tb lesson
4

developments

I'd like to talk briefly no about revision. Our ideas about
., . . ii

the revision process are less well formulated than about the initial
9

S
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a

conStruction of currilum. We tend to use the word revision ambiguously

to refer to 'change occ
\
ng'''at two quite different times. First, we refer'

u
to changing a'lesso'n that hae,beeh written and.pilot tested; :The lesson

will not be used_again until the following school year, and this the
)

effects of the, revision are plot felt until a year late4r. However, we

can use the results of data 'gathered_ for revision on a. much shorter

time scale. OurprOduCtion schedule is set'upso that we can and do

use results pf pilot testing of lessons tO Change "the plans for future

lessons during the' same school year.,
..%

NThe'productidn,prOcess starts with-Js final lesson structure in ss.

\i, '" J 0,
1

.
the' farm of an outline of lesson segmente. Frota this the radio 'script

S.

and t'heteactler's guide are written and the Worksheet isidrawn. The

lessdn.is.recorded and put ct a Cassette, the written, material's are

nimeogrphed and all'of thepe materials are distributed toeachers.
f

Aboutjone month elapses between the time a finsl-leeon,structtre is

,

adopted :and the lesson is tried out in the classroom.
'

\

OUt of our exgerience this.year; we are developing more systedatic
-

way Of organizing the revision_ process, based on our model of curriculum

.development. To date, Mostoe our work-has'concerned.0e second typeof

ehange.I described, altering plans for.future'less4 ona. describe.

-

two cases in which informationWe gathered influenced future\urriculum

development and then indicate how we-hope to make the process more

systematic.
. ;

, '

The first example concerns

you7recall{-i8 the top 1

parameter involved isjhe n

'teach the concept 'more

1 .

theMatical Content, which perhaps

f the model I described earlier. The

.

mber of instructional segments needed to

,

less' as .aireadiness topic for the more

16.



advanced topic of 'greater oio,lesseri The first type of exercis'e.
o

d

typically shown two sets of ,objects and students are asked to indic#e

T.

which set, has more objects: 'Greater and lesser' exercises ask the
. *

,

l a.,.
student to compare nuMbersi ThecurrJ,culum plan called ftor 20 segMents

(with A total, of 1 ,0exercises). td teach 'more or less.' The first

time these exercise, ere given,'the perfprmance level on wOrksheets
I- 4 . 0 0

- ; ''
was 98 percentpoerecti:Even given the unreliability of the worksheet

. .

data this Was a good indication that most children were quite faMiliar

a

with the concept and classroom observations confirmed this. As,a resuLt

we c-iat the number of instructional segments from 20 to tight. (Ih a '

.

nompLete revision we will reduce the number of segments tofoUr'.)

The second example concerns the time allowed for responding

to each type. of exercise. &Eachtime we introduce a new type of

exerci/e we give instructions to the classroom observers to note the

response patherns of th qh'ldren. We think that if anyone is' till

responding (writing oin speaking) when the time is up, the time should

be increased. On the other hand, if everyone has finished respdnding
.

one or mo0e seconds before time is up, the time`should be decreased.

Generalizing from these examples (and others like them).we can

list four steps ;in collecting and using information for curriculum

change. Cr,

.1. Decide what type of information must be caleated in order
to make a decision about the need for a change ,in a parameter value.

2. Establish a criterion for the decision to change a parameter.
value.

3. Collect the necessary information.

4. If a change is required,,Specify the size and direction of

17
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the change.

The first step is the most important,andmust be done wh'e

the lesson is'being planned, not after the fact. That is, weneed to

identify the types of information that will allow us to make decisions

about Changing parameter values before the lesson isagiven. We must

be sure that prpvisioh has been madefor Collecting the relevant
4 o

infQrmation., in some cases the reqgretent for information willliaffect

the specjications for the lesson, and classroom observers must be told

o

''7;\ what to lo
)

hen the lesson i presented.. In other cases, the

need for information will specify the content of the paper and pencil

tests given each week. The presentation of a lesson, then; will serve

two purposes, eack of which,has been systematically planned: the

lesson will give instruction, of course but at the same'time the

observatios made during its presentaion will provide the data needed

for revision of the same lesson in the following year and for the

-construction of later lessons the same year. 0

Why hive I'ghosen to talk in such detail about' curriculum

td

development and'revision? Well, first, because I cant answer the 1,

.question everyone is interesteeinhow well are we succeeding in

teaching children by radio. We think we are doing well, but at present

we have only testimonials, no data. We will have preliminary results

at the end of this. first schoOl'year in November, but no experitental

comparisonsiuntithe end of 1976.,'
/

But second, I have chosen to talk abOut curriculum because it
.

seems to me that it is the most neglected aspect in reports of media-

projects, especially those carried out in developing countries. What

children learn, after all, depends very largely on what and how we

I



j

teach them. We have a:great deal. to learn about how to structure,

organize, and present didactic material in a way that maximiidss student

learning. -We view our project as a step in that direction.

f

J.
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